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TITLE

Asymmetric Shuffle Keyboard

CROSS REFRENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefits of provisional

applications US 60/857,996 filed Nov 08, 2006 and US 60/877,599 filed

Dec 29, 2006, and is related to regular application US 11/194,788

filed Aug 01, 2005, and international application PCT/US2005/027272

filed Aug 01, 2005.

BACKGROUND

The most commonly recognized keyboard from its inception to

this day is the QWERTY keyboard. With the advancements in

technology, it becomes easier to manufacture portable computing

devices varying in size, and the most recognized keyboard ]ust seems

to be a logical choice for an input device .

In general, as a device gets smaller, it becomes more portable,

however, less practical to incorporate a keyboard with a QWERTY

layout. Various approaches have been attempted to incorporate the

standard QWERTY style keyboard, a keyboard layout similar to the

standard QWERTY keyboard layout, into portable computing devices

including palm held devices, devices small enough to fit into a

person's palm.

Portable computing devices generally fall into two categories:

those that incorporate an onscreen keyboard, a keyboard displayed on

a touch screen where the input is directed to a designated program,

and those that incorporate a physical keyboard.

The category with an onscreen keyboard ranges from tablet PCs,

personal computers with a touch screen, to mobile phones. Since the

majority of the portable computing devices that rely on an onscreen

keyboard are smaller than the typical full-size QWERTY keyboard at

the widest dimension, the user typically has to rely on a stylus to



be able to precisely select a key on the relatively smaller onscreen

keyboard. Despite this limitation, however, the onscreen keyboard

layouts have remained relatively unchanged to this day.

The category with a physical keyboard ranges from notebook

computers to PDAs (personal digital assistants) . It appears that

more attempts have been made in this category.

One approach is to use miniaturization to incorporate a QWERTY

style keyboard into portable computing devices, however, with a

tradeoff in operability. While there are several approaches taken to

improve the operability of miniaturized keyboards, such as modifying

the shape and orientation of the keys as in US 7,227,536 Griffin et

al, or staggering the keys as in US 7 , 220, 069 Griffin et al, they

still don't free them from their inherited fundamental deficiency,

miniaturization .

Miniaturized physical keyboards clearly suffer from

proportionally scaling down the full— size QWERTY keyboards. The

QWERTY keyboard, which is designed for two-handed use, is practical

only above a certain size. The keyboard can be scaled down

proportionally, but the user's hands cannot be, at least without a

considerable amount of difficulty. Therefore, the physical

keyboards, when miniaturized, are essentially reduced to "two-

thumbed" use, where they are only practical for typing with a

person's thumbs. Accordingly, they have become to be known as

"thumb— pads ."

Perhaps, the most glaring deficiency of miniaturized physical

keyboards on portable computing devices is highlighted by the common

practice of incorporating typing assistant software, which predicts

the next letter or series of letters the user would type, saving the

user from having to find and press another miniaturized key.

Another approach is to make the keyboard extendable by use of

extension panels as in US 7,206,616 Choi, US 7,221,560 Varela, US

6,707,664 Murphy, US 6,111,527 Susel, and US 5,187,644 Crisan. Some

designs have the extension panels rotate out, while others either

flip up or pull out. While some of these approaches offer a keyboard

nearly as big as a full— size QWERTY keyboard, they are not only bulky



and complicated, but also result in serious limitations when applying

to palm held devices.

The keyboards with extension panels installed on notebook

computers can offer key sizes comparable to a full— size QWERTY

keyboard, but the ones installed on palm held devices end up having

keys closer in size to miniaturized keys, due to the physical

limitation imposed on the extension panels by the folded size of the

palm held device. In general, the portability of a device is

inversely proportional to each additional unit of mass, and the added

bulk of the extension panels clearly reduce the portability of a

device .

While it looks like an acceptable solution for notebook

computers, it doesn't appear to be widely adopted in the industry,

probably due to their added bulk, if not weight.

Yet another approach is to use elastic material, or scissor

linkages or alike to hold the individual keys to make the whole

keyboard expandable and compressible as in US 5 , 141, 343 Roylance et

al., US 5,951,178 Lim, US 6,092,944 Butler, US 7,030,323 Lahr, US

6,882,336 Lahr, US 6,830,397 Lahr, US 6,810,119 Lahr, and US

6 , 139, H Lahr. While one approach claims to change the size of the

key, in essence it is only giving the perception of a larger key

surface area by use of foam or rubber like materials, or a fragmented

key surface. These approaches allow changing the spacing between the

keys, but despite the variations portrayed in the prior art, the

effective core surface area of the keys remain more or less the same.

There are several deficiencies inherent to this approach. Not

only the materials would be difficult to manufacture and maintain,

but also the wear and tear would make its operability susceptible to

failure. It would also be very difficult, if not impossible, to

manufacture scaled down components of this nature to fit into a palm

held device. Even if that is possible and the added mass isn't an

issue, its reliability and durability would be highly questionable.

All of these approaches suffer from proportionally scaling down

the layout of the full-size QWERTY keyboard and reducing the size of

the keys to fit the entire keyboard into a limited surface area.



Having a keyboard intended for use with both hands in environments

where it is only practical to use one hand results in an inefficient

use of the available space. Moreover, it becomes impractical to use

the scaled down keyboard due to the substantially small size of the

keycaps. A stylus can be used to manipulate the scaled down onscreen

keyboard. However, in the majority of cases, holding, using and

keeping track of a stylus in such environments can quickly become a

burden .

OBJECTS

The primary object of this invention is to provide large keys

on a QWERTY style keyboard incorporated into portable computing

devices while meeting the conflicting demands of portability and

ease-of-use .

Another object is to factor in the realization that portable

computing devices are mostly operated in a one—handed manner, for

having to carry it by the other hand, or due to limited access in

confined spaces, and optimize the usage of the limited space

available for a keyboard on a portable device.

Yet another object is to have a compact and low maintenance

QWERTY style keyboard that is free of a total dependency on

miniaturization, extension panels, elastic bands, or complex

linkages, on portable computing devices.

The final object is to deliver a clean design of a QWERTY style

keyboard, ideal to be incorporated into portable computing devices

for travelers, mobile businesses, and emergency response and law

enforcement parties.

ADVANTAGES

Portable computing devices call for conflicting and competing

demands where all things being equal, portability is inversely and

ease-of-use is directly proportional to its size.



Most of the portable computing devices are used only by one

hand, yet more precisely by one digit (one finger) , while the other

hand is used to hold it up. Moreover, in the majority of cases, the

keyboard is used only to write short phrases. The proportionally

scaled down QWERTY keyboard, onscreen or physical, designed for two-

handed use results in an inefficient use of the limited space

available on portable computing devices.

The small keys make it even harder to press when the user is

wearing protective gear such as a glove, which makes the contact

point of a digit larger than normal, or see with reduced visibility

when the user is wearing a facemask, in hazardous environments.

The proposed invention takes these factors into account and had

the QWERTY style layout of the keyboard reorganized to make use of

the limited space more efficiently. In contrast to the traditional

symmetric layout where the two halves of the keyboard are of

comparable sizes and densities, the basic design reorganizes the

keyboard into an asymmetric layout where the left and right halves of

the keyboard are of different sizes and densities. The key labels

are arranged so that those in the dense grid region are substantially

small and those in the sparse grid region are substantially large.

Alternatively, the top and bottom halves of the keyboard can be

arranged in a similar manner, or a combination of both to have more

than one dense grid region.

The asymmetry of the keyboard layout results in a sparse grid

region containing keys with a keycap area substantially large enough

to be operated with ease by a person's fingertips, and is designated

as the primary grid for operating the keyboard. The key assignments

are shuffled, or swapped, between the dense and sparse grid regions

by a simple swipe across a designated border at the user's

discretion. The other key groups in the dense grid regions with

substantially smaller keys and labels are functional, but less

convenient to operate than the primary group of keys in the sparse

grid region. However, they serve as a visual clue positioned in the

user's peripheral vision aiding one to retrieve from memory the

position of a key on the familiar QWERTY keyboard.



For devices comparable in size to an average PDA, it offers

large keys that a user can comfortably see with their naked eyes and

select with a digit under normal circumstances. Not only this

approach allows a more natural typing style, but it also eliminates

the need for any artificial assistance such as a stylus or typing

assistance software.

For devices substantially larger in size than a PDA, it offers

relatively large keycap areas that make it easier to see while

wearing a mask, and operated with a fingertip while wearing

protective gear.

The proposed solution not only is free from the burden of

additional bulk, weight, complexity, or total dependency on

miniaturization, but also offers keys that are actually large. The

only mechanical components are the pushbuttons, which are widely and

reliably used in many of the palm held devices on the market. It, in

fact, can be built without the pushbuttons. The majority of the

parts are commonly available electronic components that are proven to

be highly reliable and durable in their applications in an extensive

range and types of portable computing devices.

The proposed solution offers a compact, lightweight and

reliable design that meets the conflicting and competing demands of

portability and ease-of-use imposed on portable computing devices.

SUMMARY

The QWERTY style keyboard is, perhaps, the most widely

recognized keyboard. Portable computing devices call for conflicting

and competing demands of portability and operability, and

incorporating QWERTY style keyboards into portable computing devices

have been fraught with a multitude of challenges.

The QWERTY style keyboards incorporated into portable computing

devices generally falls into two categories: onscreen or virtual

keyboards, and physical keyboards.



The onscreen keyboard layouts have remained relatively

unchanged. However, they are typically small enough that the user

has to resort to using a stylus.

While there are several approaches taken to improve the

physical keyboards, they are usually based upon miniaturized keys,

extension panels, or elastic backings. They all suffer from

proportionally scaling down the layout of the full— size QWERTY

keyboard, and due to the burden of additional bulk, weight,

complexity, or total dependency on miniaturization, their

operability, reliability and durability is questionable.

The proposed invention takes into consideration that most of

the portable computing devices are used only by one hand, and in the

majority of cases, the keyboard is used only to write short phrases.

It departs from the trend of emulating the keyboard layout designed

for two—handed— use, and employs a reusable space design, offering a

keyboard layout designed specifically for one-handed-use.

An asymmetric keyboard with a QWERTY style layout comprising a

number of sparse and dense grids defined in a medium, such as a touch

pad or a touch screen, is provided. A sparse grid is substantially

large in size containing large keys and labels, and a dense grid is

the opposite. All of the keys are functional, however, the larger

keys in the sparse grid offer greater visibility and operability than

the smaller keys in the dense grid. The user makes use of the sparse

grid as the primary grid to input data, while the dense grid remains

in the user's peripheral vision acting as a clue to the other side of

the familiar QWERTY keyboard layout. An effortless and intuitive

shuffling motion, a swipe across a designated common boundary between

the sparse and dense grids, interchanges the key labels between the

corresponding pairs of keys in the designated sparse and dense grids.

The proposed design also allows the user to compress and

uncompress a corresponding area of the onscreen keyboard with a

simple swiping motion across a designated border. The keycap regions

and designated borders are automatically reconfigured to match the

change in the compression levels of the grids they are associated

with .



The result is a design that offers a compact, lightweight and

reliable device that meets the conflicting and competing demands of

portable computing devices .

DRAWINGS - List of Figures

Fig. 1 is the structure of the onscreen keyboard

Fig. 31 is the onscreen keyboard with the left side compressed

Fig. 32 is the onscreen keyboard with the right side compressed

Fig. 33 is the onscreen keyboard with the top side compressed

Fig. 41 is the onscreen keyboard with the left and right halves

swapped after a horizontal shuffle

Fig. 42 is the onscreen keyboard with the top and bottom halves

swapped after a vertical shuffle

Fig. 101 is the structure of the physical keyboard

Fig. 101H is the structure of the bi— axial hinge system

Fig. 102 is the operational layout

Fig. Ill is the system in CHAR mode

Fig. HlA is the system with the left and right halves of the

keyboard swapped after a horizontal shuffle

Fig. HlB is the system with the two halves of the body rotated to

the right side of the hinge assembly

Fig. 112 is the system in POINT mode

Fig. 113 is the system in 12-KEY mode

DRAWINGS - List of Reference Numerals

Contact point

1 Bi-axial hinge

IX First axis

IZ Second axis

2 Display

3 Keyboard

3G Grid

3L Light emitting diode (LED) assembly



3P Pushbuttons

3S Touch screen

3T Touch pad

4C Designated center border

4G Grid halve

4L Designated left border

4M Designated middle border

4R Designated right border

4S Slab halve

4T Designated top border

5L Mouse left

5R Mouse right

DESCRIPTION - Preferred Embodiment

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the system, where keyboard 3 is

displayed as an onscreen keyboard on the touch screen 3S of a tablet

PC. Sub-systems including a software component (not shown) manage

the operational aspects of the system. The keyboard is in the

uncompressed state.

OPERATION - Preferred Embodiment

Fig. 31 shows the system after the left side of the keyboard is

compressed after the user makes a swipe, moving the contact point 0

across the designated left border 4L . The borders of the individual

regions defining the keycap areas and the designated borders are also

reconfigured according to the compressed state of the keyboard.

Repeating the swiping motion brings the left side of the keyboard

back to the uncompressed state.

Fig. 32 shows the system after the right side of the keyboard

is compressed after the user makes a swipe, moving the contact point

0 across the designated right border 4R, from the state of the system

shown in Fig. 31. In the system illustrated, the left side of the

keyboard is automatically uncompressed.



Fig. 33 shows the system after the topside of the keyboard is

compressed after the user makes a swipe, moving the contact point 0

across the designated top border 4T, from the state of the system

shown in Fig. 31.

Fig. 41 shows the system after the left and right halves of the

keyboard are shuffled, or swapped, after the user makes a swipe,

moving the contact point 0 across the designated center border 4C.

Fig. 42 shows the system after the top and bottom halves of the

keyboard are shuffled, or swapped, after the user makes a swipe,

moving the contact point 0 across the designated middle border 4M.

DESCRIPTION - Alternative Embodiment

Fig. 101 shows the structure of the system, where a keyboard 3

comprising a bed of pushbuttons 3P and a light emitting diode (LED)

assembly 3L are placed under a flexible transparent or translucent

touch pad 3T with a visible or tactile grid 3G. A hinge assembly 1

holds the two halves, display 2 and keyboard 3 , together. A software

component (not shown) controls the operational aspects of the system.

In addition to controlling the basic features, the software component

(not shown) allows configuring the system to treat a tap and a click

on touch pad 3T the same or differently, wherein a tap is a touchdown

and liftoff of the contact point that does not activate a push button

underneath, whereas a click does.

Fig. 101H shows the structure of the bi— axial hinge assembly 1

where axis IX is positioned in line with the X-axis and axis IZ is

positioned in line with the Z-axis of the standard three dimensional

coordinate system with X , Y and Z axes .

OPERATION - Alternative Embodiment

Fig. 102 shows the operational layout of the system. The

surface of the touch pad 3T is divided into a grid halve 4G and a

slab halve 4S. The grid halve 4G has a tactile or visible grid as



shown in Fig. 101, whereas the slab halve 4S, which also doubles as a

pointing device, does not. The system can be set to function in

CHAR, POINT, or 12-KEY modes. More than one mode can be active at

the same time depending on the state of the system.

Fig. Ill shows the system in CHAR mode where the QWERT halve of

the keys are located on the grid halve 4G and the other halve YUIOP

is located on the slab halve 4S. Both halves of the keypad can be

used for data input, but the grid halve 4G with well defined grids

and larger key labels is far more convenient to use than the slab

halve 4S, hence would be primarily used for data input. The contact

point 0 , is located in the grid halve 4G at this stage.

Fig. HlA shows the system after the left and right halves of

the keyboard are shuffled, or swapped. The key labels on the slab

halve 4S and the grid halve 4G are exchanged by a swipe, moving the

contact point 0 across the designated center border 4C . The YUIOP

halve is now located on the grid halve 4G and the QWERT halve on the

slab halve 4S. The contact point 0 is now located in the slab halve

4S.

Fig. HlB shows the system with display 2 and keyboard 3

rotated to the right side of the hinge assembly 1 .

Fig. 112 shows the system in POINT mode. A swipe across the

designated right border 4R, or an alternative means, toggles the

pointing device mode of the slab halve 4S, turning it on in this

scenario. While key labels are still displayed on the slab halve 4S,

it no longer functions as a keyboard. It now functions as a touch

pad pointing device where sliding across the surface of slab halve 4S

is interpreted as a signal to move the pointer, and a tap or a click,

depending on the configuration of the system, on the regions 5L and

5R are interpreted as left and right mouse clicks respectively.

Fig. 113 shows the system in 12-KEY mode.



CONCLUSION, RAMIFICATIONS AND SCOPE OF INVENTION

The reader will see that the present invention providing a

QWERTY style keyboard with large letters on a palm held device, is a

preferable alternative to competing approaches employing

miniaturization, extension panels or elastic materials. It offers a

compact and a reliable design that meets not only the competing, but

also the conflicting demands of portability and practicality, imposed

upon portable computing devices.

While the embodiments illustrated rely on small and large

labels respectively for substantially obscure and evident

representations of a letter, alternative mapping schemes can also be

applied. For example, a compact symbol to an elaborate symbol, an

acronym to a fully expanded description, or a sign to a worded

description, for mapping abbreviated to descriptive marks of a core

attribute .

The basic principles applied on visual mediums as illustrated

in the embodiments, can be easily extended to tactile mediums as

well. For example, an asymmetric keyboard with keys incorporating a

pinhead array surface similar to a dot-matrix print head where the

individual pinheads can be raised or lowered to create a Braille

lettering system.

The task of tracking groups of keys in different regions can be

made easier by displaying them with a certain shade that migrates

together with them as they are being shuffled from one region to

another. This would aid the user to recognize them at a glance,

similar to how the audience recognizes players of different soccer

teams by their uniforms as they move around the field. Different

colors, backgrounds, hatchings, styles, or other markings can also be

used to achieve a similar effect.

While the above description contains many specifications, these

should not be construed as a limitation of the scope of the

invention, but rather as an exemplification of a few embodiments

thereof .



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . An asymmetric keyboard for data input comprising:

a ) a plurality of ma]or and minor keys wherein a ma]or key is

larger than a corresponding minor key;

b ) a set of core symbols wherein each core symbol has a large

label and a small label to represent it;

c ) a means for marking each of said ma]or keys with a large

label of an assigned core symbol belonging to said set of

core symbols, making them substantially evident;

d ) a means for marking each of said minor keys with a small

label of an assigned core symbol belonging to said set of

core symbols, making them substantially obscure;

e ) a means for making each of said ma]or and minor keys

represent an attribute corresponding to said assigned core

symbol;

f) a means for interchanging said assigned core symbols of each

said ma]or key and a corresponding said minor key;

g ) a means for making each of said ma]or and minor keys

represent an attribute corresponding to said interchanged

assigned core symbol; and

h ) a means for generating a signal corresponding to said

attribute represented by a selected ma]or or minor key.

2 . An asymmetric keyboard for data input in claim 1 wherein said

keyboard is a virtual keyboard.

3 . An asymmetric keyboard for data input in claim 1 wherein said

keyboard is a physical keyboard.

4 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard comprising the steps of:

a ) providing a means for defining a plurality of ma]or and

minor regions in a spatial medium;

b ) providing a set of core symbols wherein each core symbol has

a descriptive symbol and an abbreviated symbol to represent

it, wherein said descriptive symbol is relatively more

descriptive than said abbreviated symbol;



c ) providing a means for marking each of said major regions

with a descriptive symbol of an assigned core symbol

belonging to said set of core symbols, making them

substantially evident;

d ) providing a means for marking each of said minor regions

with an abbreviated symbol of an assigned core symbol

belonging to said set of core symbols, making them

substantially obscure;

e ) providing a means for making each of said major and minor

regions represent an attribute corresponding to said

assigned core symbol;

f) providing a means for interchanging said assigned core

symbols of each said major region and a corresponding said

minor region;

g ) providing a means for making each of said major and minor

regions represent an attribute corresponding to said

interchanged assigned core symbol; and

h ) providing a means for generating a signal corresponding to

said attribute represented by a selected major or minor

region .

5 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein each of said major regions is

larger than said corresponding minor region.

6 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein said holding medium is a carrier in

nature .

7 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein said holding medium is volatile in

nature .

8 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein said holding medium is nonvolatile

in nature .

9 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein said spatial medium allows tactile

input .



10 . A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein said spatial medium provides visual

feedback .

11. A holding medium containing instructions for an asymmetric

keyboard in claim 4 wherein said spatial medium provides

tactile feedback.

12 . A holding medium containing instructions for changing the state

of a set of regions comprising the steps of:

a ) providing a means for defining said set of regions in a

spatial medium by a set of spatial boundaries;

b ) providing a means for tracking the state of an object in

said spatial medium;

c ) providing a means for generating a traversal signal when

said object traverses a designated boundary which is a

member of said set of spatial boundaries;

d ) providing a means for defining and maintaining a first and

second states of said set of regions; and

e ) providing a means for changing said state of said set of

regions from said first to second state, or from said second

to first state, when said traversal signal is detected.

13 . A holding medium containing instructions for changing the state

of a set of regions in claim 12 wherein:

a ) said first state is a first definition of said set of

spatial boundaries; and

b ) said second state is a second definition of said set of

spatial boundaries.

14. A holding medium containing instructions for changing the state

of a set of regions in claim 12 further comprising an

interpreter for translating said state of said object in said

spatial medium into a signal to control a pointer wherein:

a ) said first state is the state where said interpreter is

active; and

b ) said second state is the state where said interpreter is

inactive .



15. A holding medium containing instructions for changing the state

of a set of regions in claim 12 wherein said holding medium is

a carrier in nature.

16 . A holding medium containing instructions for changing the state

of a set of regions in claim 12 wherein said holding medium is

volatile in nature.

17. A holding medium containing instructions for changing the state

of a set of regions in claim 12 wherein said holding medium is

nonvolatile in nature.

18. A bi—axial hinge mechanism comprising:

a ) a first hinge mechanism allowing a set of attached branches

to rotate around a first axis; and

b ) a second hinge mechanism on each of said set of attached

branches allowing an attached leaf component to rotate

around a second axis which is perpendicular to said first

axis,

thereby allowing each of said leaf components to rotate around

said first and second axes.

19 . A bi—axial hinge mechanism in claim 18 wherein said set of

attached branches consists of two members, a first and a second

attached branches.

20. A bi—axial hinge mechanism in claim 19 wherein:

a ) said attached leaf component of said first attached branch

is a display device; and

b ) said attached leaf component of said second attached branch

is an input device.
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